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§ 25 years old
§ 20 years relevant 

work experience
§ 30 years in relevant 

industry

JOHN DOE (SOFTWARE TESTER)

Active Github
contributor in > 5 
different projects

Expert
working knowledge

in 12 different testing
frameworks

Has tested everything

Coding proficiency in:
§ Java
§ C#
§ Kotlin
§ Python
§ ReactScript
§ ...



“Less seems to be known about
software testing than about any

other aspect of software
development.“

What's your opinion?

@ron_werner

#beerex

https://sli.do

https://sli.do/
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Testing United 2019
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“We try to solve the problem [of bad
quality] by rushing through the design 
process so that enough time is left at the 
end of the project to uncover the errors
that were made because we rushed
through the design process.”

Glenford J. Myers

“A good test case is a test case that
has a high probability of detecting an
undiscovered error,
not a test case that shows
that the program works correctly.” 

Glenford J. Myers

@ron_werner



Copyright by QualityMinds

About me:
Principal Quality Engineer @ Cazoo, Munich

15 years of experience in Software Quality, 18 years in IT

Married, 3 sons, 1 dog

Pareto-vegan

Weirdest experience: Testing in Japanese...

@ron_werner



Do we need Testers?

@ron_werner

Automation
ML / AI
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Do we need Developers?

Do we need Testers?
Automation

ML / AI

GitHub Copilot
AWS Codewhisperer

“Another study titled “Asleep at the Keyboard? Assessing the Security 
of GitHub Copilot’s Code Contributions” has shown that codes 

designed by Copilot could include bugs or design flaws that an 
attacker can potentially exploit. The authors created 89 scenarios for 
Copilot to develop code for, which resulted in 1,692 programs. The 
authors found out that about 40 per cent of these codes included 

bugs that could pose security risks.”

Source: https://analyticsindiamag.com/battle-of-ai-coding-assistants-github-copilot-vs-amazon-
codewhisperer/

“Is GitHub Copilot a Substitute for Human Pair-
programming? An Empirical Study”

“The results suggest that although Copilot increases 
productivity as measured by lines of code added,

the quality of code produced is inferior by having 
more lines of code deleted in the subsequent trial”

Source: https://analyticsindiamag.com/battle-of-ai-coding-assistants-github-
copilot-vs-amazon-codewhisperer/

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.09293.pdf
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9793778


Jokes reveal culture

@ron_werner

© WikiNight2 https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=10253059

© David Brauchi, www.ntbscanpix.no (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0)

http://www.ntbscanpix.no/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/


A QA enters a bar…



A man
in a balloon

lost his way…
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Jokes reveal culture

Two jokes:

< >
@ron_werner



BORING!

Well, you‘ve probably seen this:



How do we arrive at
a better sense of

togetherness?

We need
Quality Coaches.

“Efficiency is concerned with doing things right.
Effectiveness is doing the right things.”
Peter Drucker in “Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices” (1974)

CC BY-NC-ND 4.0, Drucker Institute

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/deed.de


TEACH:
How can you get others 

involved in quality?

INSPIRE:
How can you cultivate quality 

beyond pure testing?

CHALLENGE:
How can you distribute 

quality efforts?

ASK &

Inspired by Areti Panou (@unremarkableQA) 

Quality Coach

CI Pipeline Steps

Customer Input

Obstacles in the Flow

Get shared understanding of 
why we want quality

Get rid of sign-off mentality –
enter quality enablement

Teach good testing practice

Trust others in your team!

Identify quality tasks

Discuss quality tasks

Share ownership



Doing Engineering well 
requires a continuous and deliberate effort 

to build and evolve healthy quality habits.

Shift Left Shift Right
Whole Team 

Quality
@ron_wernerDevOps loop courtesy of Janet Gregory - https://janetgregory.ca/testing-from-a-holistic-point-of-view/



HABITS
subconscious

daily routine

Cambridge Dictionary: /ˈhæb.ɪt/

“Something that you do often 
and regularly, sometimes 
without knowing that you are doing it”

@ron_werner



HABITS
subconscious

daily routine

How long does it take to successfully adopt a new habit?

14 days
21 days

66 days
8 months

–
Maxwell Maltz, 1960

Phillippa Lally, 2009

@ron_werner



HABITS
subconscious

daily routine

BEHAVIOURS

Cambridge Dictionary: /bɪˈheɪvjər/

“The way that someone or something behaves
in a particular situation”

conscious

singular event

@ron_werner



HABITS
subconscious

daily routine

BEHAVIOURS

“Unlike motivational models of behavior change, 
habit formation has the potential to create sustained 
behavior change.”
The Handbook of Behavior Change, Cambridge Press 2020, Ch. 13

conscious

singular event

@ron_werner



HABITS
subconscious

daily routine

BEHAVIOURSconscious

singular event

CULTURE
Cambridge Dictionary: /ˈkʌl.tʃər/

“The attitudes, behaviour, opinions, etc. of
a particular group of people within society”

customs & beliefs

lifestyle



HABITS
BEHAVIOURS

CULTURE

subconscious

daily routine

conscious

singular event

customs & beliefs

lifestyle
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HABITS
BEHAVIOURS

CULTURE
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HABITS
BEHAVIOURS

CULTURE

GOOD

GOOD

GREAT

HABITS
BEHAVIOURS

CULTURE

BAD

BAD

TOXIC

@ron_werner



• Founded in 2019
• fastest 🇬🇧 UK Tech Unicorn: NYSE valuation of $ 7 B in 2021
• Q2 2022: ~5000 employees, ~500 in tech
• International expansion  🇩🇪🇫🇷🇪🇸🇮🇹

• Serverless, AWS, Typescript, …

• XP, TDD, pairing, collaboration, RFCs, whole team quality approach, 
shifting left and right

• Young company with many things done right from the beginning:
diversity, psychological safety, Agile …

More in the tech blog: https://medium.com/cazoo

Testing w/o Testers: 
How did we achieve 

this at Cazoo?

Team setup
Environment

Culture



Quality Engineers at Cazoo are
neither expected to test the 

output of SEs nor act as release 
gatekeepers.

Instead, QEs should be involved in
discovery activities to

surface information, unknowns and risks as 
early as possible.

QEs use their subject matter expertise to coach SEs on appropriate test 
scenarios and testing levels, whilst SEs are expected to write automation around 

their code as well as writing the code itself.

QEs will be involved in “Three Amigo” style
conversations from inception through to operating 

software in production, and will be found pairing with 
designers and SEs as needed. QEs will also drive a 

culture of testability and observability.



HOW TO CREATE
A GOOD HABIT

HOW TO BREAK
A BAD HABIT

Inspired by “Atomic Habits” by James Clear

Make it Obvious

Make it Attractive

Make it Easy

Make it Satisfying

Make it Invisible

Make it Unattractive

Make it Difficult

Make it Unsatisfying



HOW TO CREATE
A GOOD HABIT

HOW TO BREAK
A BAD HABIT

Make it Obvious

Make it Attractive

Make it Easy

Make it Satisfying

Make it Invisible

Make it Unattractive

Make it Difficult

Make it Unsatisfying

Inspired by “Atomic Habits” by James Clear
& “Drive” by Dan Pink

Example:
Release features 

without tests
CI gate – min. 

code coverage

Integrate min. 

code coverage into 

IDE settings

Example:

Introduce TDD
Pairing on TDD, 

hop on/off 

sessions using 

great tools 

(Pesto)

Tech Academy, 

Pair & Mob 

Practice

Make it a topic 

in daily. IDE 

integration.

Showcase, 

demo & display 

test efforts

Author has to remove code and rewrite

Code review –

peer pressure
Autonomy

Mastery

Purpose



HOW TO CREATE
A GOOD HABIT

HOW TO MAKE IT
A BEHAVIOUR

Make it Obvious

Make it Attractive

Make it Easy

Make it Satisfying

Inspired by “Atomic Habits” by James Clear & “Drive” by Dan Pink

Autonomy

Mastery

Purpose

Make Allies

Collect supporting data

Get support 



“Culture eats strategy
for breakfast.”
Peter Drucker 

@ron_werner

“Culture — no matter how defined —
is singularly persistent.”

Peter Drucker, The Wall Street Journal (1991),
“Don’t change corporate culture – use it!”

CC BY-NC-ND 4.0, Drucker Institute

HABITS
BEHAVIOURS

CULTURE

I NEVER SAID THAT!

Drucker said:

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/deed.de
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Agile Manifesto
“Put quality into 
every step of the 

SDLC“
Continuous Testing Holistic Testing

2001 2011 2016 20212009

Agile Testing 
Quadrants Quality Engineering

Kent Beck + 16 Lisa Crispin
Janet Gregory Unsung Hero Dan Ashby Janet Gregory …you?

2022
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QUALITY

QUALITY

QUALITY

wrap up



Thank you:

Ron Werner,
Principal Quality Engineer @ Cazoo @ron_werner

Areti Panou
Janet Gregory

Anto Caboni
Andrew Fraser

Peter Haworth-Langford
Gem Hill

Nicola Sedgwick
Ana Sousa

Any 
questions?


